
Do you need to review what your current health insurance 
does and does not cover, and what gaps may be filled
by LTC insurance?

Do you expect to need and qualify for Medicaid? If so, consider 
the following:

Medicaid might cover limited LTC needs. Be sure to review them.
A partnership-qualified (PQ) LTC insurance policy could provide 
asset protection for Medicaid purposes. For every dollar of 
insurance coverage paid, you could earn one dollar of Medicaid 
“asset disregard,” allowing you to keep more of your assets 
above the Medicaid threshold. (continue on next column)

Are you concerned about outliving your income/assets?

Do you want to protect a legacy to pass to your heirs?

Do you expect to reach an advanced age at which you are 
likely to need assistance with everyday tasks?
If so, consider the following:

There are six general categories of activities of daily living (ADLs); 
assistance with two or more will trigger the activation of benefits 
under most LTC policies.
Cognitive impairments can also trigger LTC benefits, even if 
assistance with ADLs is not required.

Do you wish to assess your likely need for LTC services? If so, 
consider the average use of LTC services and your expectations 
regarding your health and independence, in light of your personal 
circumstances.

Do you have family who can provide and/or manage your 
care? If so, consider whether a policy pays for family caregivers 
and/or covers caregiver training.

Do you need to consider how your family (i.e., spouse or adult 
children) might be impacted if you require LTC services?
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LTC NEEDS YES NO

Do you need to review the costs of LTC services? If so, consider 
the average annual costs of different levels of care in your 
community.

Do you need to review how your age and health affect your 
eligibility for coverage and pricing? If so, consider the following:

Certain pre-existing conditions are a bar to qualification
for coverage.
Medical underwriting varies by insurer.

Do you want to insure for home health care, adult day care, 
assisted living, and/or nursing home care?

Do you need help determining what duration and amount of 
coverage works for you?

Do you want the option to purchase additional coverage in 
the future? 

Do you want reimbursement for home modifications, medical 
equipment, etc.?

COVERAGE OPTIONS (CONTINUED) YES NO

Do you have adequate personal savings to fund your 
anticipated LTC costs? If so, compare self-funding any future 
costs to paying up-front premiums for LTC insurance. Weigh the 
impact on your cash flow, asset base, and wealth transfer 
planning. 

Do you have an HSA? If so, you can pay a portion of your LTC 
premiums from your HSA, based on your age at year-end ($470 up 
to age 40, $880 up to age 50, $1,760 up to age 60, $4,710 up to age 
70, $5,880 over age 70).

Are you married and seeking coverage for yourself
and your spouse? If so, explore discounts for married couples.

Does your employer offer LTC insurance, and is it portable?

LTC FUNDING ISSUES YES NO

WHEN PURCHASING LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE?
2024 · WHAT ISSUES SHOULD I CONSIDER
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COVERAGE OPTIONS YES NO



Indemnity benefits paid from a qualified policy are income 
tax-free up to $410 per diem, or your actual LTC expenses, 
whichever is greater. Payments that exceed the dollar cap, and 
for which no actual LTC costs are incurred, are included in 
taxable income. 
Benefits paid from a non-qualified policy may be subject to 
income tax.

Does your state offer tax incentives tied to LTC insurance 
coverage?

Do you need to review an insurer’s quality? If so, consider the 
insurer’s financial strength, reputation, and customer service ratings.

Could an insurer increase premiums? If so, review the history
and frequency of premium rate adjustments.

Could you adjust your benefit amount, elimination period, 
and/or policy duration to control the costs of the policy?

Do you need to review any restrictions or exceptions? 

Do you want inflation protection and/or nonforfeiture 
protection?

Are you interested in any other riders?

Do you need to determine what benefit payment best suits 
you? If so, compare fixed daily payments (i.e., cash indemnity) to 
reimbursement payments, subject to caps.

POLICY ISSUES YES NO
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TAX ISSUES (CONTINUED) YES NO

If you are contemplating self-funding, do you need to examine 
the potential tax impact? If so, consider how relying on your 
retirement accounts and taxable portfolio might expose you to 
ordinary income tax, capital gains tax, Net Investment Income Tax 
(NIIT), and possible surcharges and/or penalties.

Do you have deductible medical expenses that approach 7.5% 
of your AGI? If so, premiums paid for a qualified LTC insurance policy 
can be included with other unreimbursed medical expenses ($470 up 
to age 40, $880 up to age 50, $1,760 up to age 60, $4,710 up to age 70, 
$5,880 over age 70). If you itemize, you can deduct unreimbursed 
medical expenses (including LTC premiums) that exceed 7.5% of AGI.

Do you need to review the federal taxation of benefits paid 
under an LTC insurance policy? If so, consider the following:

Reimbursement benefits paid from a qualified policy are 
generally income tax-free. (continue on next column)

TAX ISSUES YES NO

Do you need to explore alternatives to traditional LTC 
insurance? If so, consider the following:

A linked-benefit life insurance product could offer LTC coverage if 
there is a need, or a death benefit if the policy isn’t used to pay 
for LTC services.
A rider on an annuity could provide LTC benefits in addition to 
residual value.
If you are age 62 or over and want to remain in your primary 
residence, a reverse mortgage could provide a lump sum or 
monthly payment, or a line of credit to fund LTC costs.

Do you need to gather your medical history in order to 
complete your application? If so, be sure to collect full and 
accurate records in order to provide truthful information.

Do you have an existing permanent life insurance policy or 
non-qualified annuity that no longer fits within your financial 
plan? If so, consider whether a 1035 exchange could offer a 
tax-free transition to a more suitable product.

Are there any other state-specific issues to consider?

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES YES NO

WHEN PURCHASING LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE?
2024 · WHAT ISSUES SHOULD I CONSIDER
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Investment advisory services offered by Pearl Planning, a DBA of Stephens Consulting LLC., an SEC registered investment adviser. Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or

investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Pearl Planning, or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be profitable, equal any corresponding
indicated historical performance level(s}, be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may
no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this blog serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized investment

advice from Pearl Planning. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the
professional advisor of his/her choosing. Pearl Planning is neither a law firm, nor a certified public accounting firm, and no portion of the blog content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of Pearl

Planning's current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request or at www.pearlplan.com.  If you are a Pearl Planning client, please remember to contact Pearl Planning,
in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you would like to
impose, odd, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. Pearl Planning shall continue to rely on the accuracy of information that you have provided. Please Note: IF you are a Pearl

Planning client, Please advise us if you have not been receiving account statements (at Least quarterly} from the account custodian. This material was created by fpPathfinder, an independent third party unaffiliated
with Pearl Planning.

Melissa Joy, Founder, Pearl Planning; Financial Planner
8031 Main St., #302 Dexter, MI 48130

Melissa@pearlplan.com | 734-274-6744 | http://pearlplan.com
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